OCS DSIG – Open Civic Standards

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – OCAF Collaboration hosted by MARS
    • Joint with Ontology, Blockchain, and DDS PSIGs
    • Made aware of other useful specs from OMG and the Open Group
  – Semantic Addressing in URIs using Metadata to Designate, Specify, and Deterministically Locate Data on the Web
    • Presentation by Tom Bascom (LinkSpace)
    • Decision to explore developing an RFP on semantic URI addressing
  – OCAF Alignment with OMG Efforts
    • Discussion about results of Joint MARS OCAF Collaboration and next steps
  – Digital Infrastructure Forum (DIF)
    • Discussed collaboration between OCF, GCTC, and OMG, as well as, plans for March DIF
  – Reviewed Goals for Next Quarter, Meeting Schedules, and OCAF Architectural Board
• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – Presentation on OCAF reference architecture (RA)
    • OCAF RA will be distributed for comment using the ocs-dsig mail list
  – Presentation on OCAF Architectural Board: Mission, responsibilities of members, bylaws, policies and procedures
    • Finalize representatives
  – Digital Infrastructure Forum
    • Report out on March forum
  – OCAF collaboration round-2
    • Looking to collaborate with SysA, ManTIS, Gov, BMI and AI